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Field ionization measurements of high-n CH3I and C2H5I Rydberg states doped into krypton are presented as
a function of krypton number density along the critical isotherm. These data exhibit a decrease in the krypton-
induced shift of the dopant ionization energy near the critical point. This change in shift is modeled to within
(0.2% of experiment using a theory that accounts for the polarization of krypton by the dopant ion, the
polarization of krypton by the quasi-free electron that arises from field ionization of the dopant, and the zero
point kinetic energy of the free electron. The overall decrease in the shift of the dopant ionization energy
near the critical point of krypton, which is a factor of 2 larger than that observed in argon, is dominated by
the increase in the zero point kinetic energy of the quasi-free electron.

1. Introduction

The study of electron/solvent interactions in supercritical
fluids near the critical point is complicated by a paucity of
experimental measurements that directly reflect the influence
of solvent density effects on the energy of the excess electron.
Field ionization of molecules doped into a perturber fluid,
however, provides a means of probing the energy of the excess
electron as a function of fluid number density and, therefore,
can give relevant information important to the understanding
of the evolution of the conduction band in supercritical fluids.
We have recently reported a decrease in the perturber-induced
shift of the CH3I1 and C2H5I2 ionization energy near the critical
point of argon. This decrease contrasts sharply with the increase
observed in the density-dependent solvatochromic shift of
vibrational and UV-vis absorption bands reported by numerous
groups3-6 in various perturbers. The difference in behavior stems
from the nature of the dopant/perturber interactions in the two
cases: The density-dependent energy shift of vibrational and
UV-vis absorption bands is primarily sensitive to the local
density and polarizability of the perturbing medium, whereas
the density-dependent shift of the dopant ionization energy
∆D(FP) in dense media can be written as a sum of the
contributions

In this expression,P+(FP) is the shift due to the average
polarization of the perturber by the dopant ionic core,V0(FP) is
the quasi-free electron energy in the perturbing medium, and
FP is the perturber number density. The quasi-free electron
energyV0(FP), in turn, is given by1,2,7,8

where 3kBT/2 (kB ≡ Boltzmann constant) is the thermal energy
of the quasi-free electron,Ek(FP) is the zero point kinetic energy

of the quasi-free electron, andP-(FP) is the average polarization
energy of the perturber induced by the quasi-free electron. In
modeling dopant ionization energies near the critical point of
argon,1,2 we showed that, whileP+(FP) andP-(FP) shifted in a
manner similar to that observed for vibrational3-6 and UV-vis
bands3, Ek(FP) did not. Nevertheless, we were able to reproduce
the perturber-induced shift of the dopant ionization energy to
within (0.2% of experiment by introducing a local Wigner-
Seitz model7 for the quasi-free electron. In this paper, we report
the field ionization of both CH3I and C2H5I high-n Rydberg
states in krypton along the critical isotherm near the critical
density. We show that the krypton-induced shift of the dopant
ionization energy∆D(FKr) decreases along the critical isotherm
near the critical density of krypton. In the model that we present,
the dopant dependence of∆D(FKr) is completely accounted for
by P+(FKr), while P-(FKr) andEk(FKr) are dopant independent.
Therefore, the energy of the bottom of the conduction band in
krypton, namelyV0(FKr), is independent of the dopant, as
expected. The local Wigner-Seitz model is used to accurately
predict the zero point kinetic energy of the excess electron
Ek(FKr), thus permitting∆D(FKr) for the CH3I/Kr and C2H5I/Kr
systems to be calculated to within(0.2% of experiment. We
also show that the increase inEk(FKr) is the dominant contribu-
tion to the overall decrease in∆D(FKr), a decrease that is a factor
of 2 larger than that recently reported for the argon-induced
shift of dopant ionization energies.1,2

2. Experimental Section

CH3I (Aldrich, 99.45%), C2H5I (Sigma, 99.1%), and krypton
(Matheson Gas Products, 99.998%) were used without further
purification. The absence of trace impurities in the spectral range
of interest was verified by the measurement of low-density
absorption spectra of CH3I and C2H5I and of both low-density
and high-density absorption spectra of krypton. No impurities
were observed for CH3I and C2H5I. In krypton, however, we
observed a small xenon impurity (<5 ppm from Matheson lot
analysis). This impurity did not effect the determination of field
ionization spectra for either dopant at any krypton number
density. The number density of krypton was calculated from
the Strobridge equation of state9 using a standard iterative
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technique. (The coefficients for the Strobridge equation of state
were obtained from Streett and Staveley.10) The error in the
calculated krypton number density was estimated to be(0.2%
over the entire density range.10 Both the gas handling system
and the procedures employed to ensure homogeneous mixing
of the dopant and perturber have been described previously.7,11,12

Prior to the introduction of the dopant, the experimental cell
and gas handling system were baked to a base pressure of low
10-8 torr, and in order to ensure no perturber contamination by
the dopant (which was present at a concentration of<10 ppm),
the gas handling system was allowed to return to the low 10-7

torr range before the addition of krypton. Cross contamination
between dopant/perturber systems was prevented by baking the
gas handling system until the pressure was in the low 10-8 torr
range before introducing a new dopant/perturber system. Field
ionization measurements were performed with monochromatized
synchrotron radiation12 having a resolution of 0.9 Å (or 8 meV
in the spectral region of interest). The copper experimental cell,
capable of withstanding pressures of up to 100 bar, is equipped
with entrance and exit MgF2 windows (1 cm path length) and
a pair of parallel plate electrodes (stainless steel, 3 mm spacing)
oriented perpendicular to the windows.11,12 This experimental
cell is attached to an open flow cryostat and resistive heater
that allowed the temperature to be controlled to within(0.2
°C. To prevent liquid formation in the cell during temperature
stabilization, the set point for the critical isotherm was chosen
to be-63.3°C, near the krypton critical temperature of-63.7
°C. The narrowness of the phase diagram in the saddle region
near the critical density (Fc ) 6.6× 1021 cm-3), which requires
a 1.0× 1021 cm-3 change in density for a 1 mbar change in
pressure, prohibited the measurement of field ionization in the
density range (6.5-7.6)× 1021 cm-3. Therefore, additional field
ionization measurements were obtained in the regions of (6.3-
6.5)× 1021 cm-3 and (7.6-7.8)× 1021 cm-3. The intensity of
the synchrotron radiation exiting the monochromator was
monitored by measuring the current across a Ni mesh intercept-
ing the beam prior to the experimental cell. All photoionization
measurements were normalized to this current. Field ionization
spectra were also energy corrected for the effects of both the
low field FL and high field FH (used to generate the field
ionization measurement11) by

whereI0(FP) is the zero field dopant ionization energy,IF(FP) is
the dopant ionization energy perturbed by the electric field, and

cD ) 4.3( 0.1× 10-4 eV cm1/2 V-1/2 for CH3I7 and 3.0( 0.5
× 10-4 eV cm1/2 V-1/2 for C2H5I.7 (The low fieldFL and high
field FH were adjusted to optimize the field ionization spectrum
at each krypton number density, withFL ) 1667 V/cm andFH

) 8333 V/cm forFKr e 3 × 1021 cm-3 andFL ) 6667 V/cm
andFH ) 10 000 V/cm forFKr > 3 × 1021 cm-3 for both the
CH3I/Kr and C2H5I/Kr measurements.) The energy uncertainty
due to the low and high field correction was obtained by
measuring the field ionization spectrum of the pure dopant at
different low and high fields and was determined to be(5 and
(6 meV, respectively, for CH3I and C2H5I. The energy of a
field ionization peak was found using a nonlinear least-squares
analysis with a Gaussian fit function having a goodness of fit
error determined within a 95% confidence level. The total error
range for any experimental point, therefore, is given by a sum
of the field correction error, the goodness of fit error, and the
error arising from the energy uncertainty due to the resolution
of the monochromator (i.e.,(4 meV). For measurements along
the critical isotherm, this total error averages to(0.020 eV for
CH3I and to(0.025 eV for C2H5I.

3. Results and Discussion

The krypton-induced shift of the CH3I ionization energy
∆MeI(FKr) is presented in Figure 1a and that of the C2H5I ion-
ization energy∆EtI(FKr) in Figure 1b, near the critical isotherm
of krypton, in comparison to that for noncritical isotherms.7

These data show a clear decrease in the density-dependent
shift of ∆D(FKr) near the krypton critical density (Fc ) 6.6 ×
1021 cm-3) that is a factor of 2 larger than that observed in
field ionization measurements of CH3I/Ar1 and C2H5I/Ar.2

The modeling of this decrease in∆D(FKr) for CH3I/Kr and for
C2H5I/Kr requires the determination ofP+(FKr) for both systems,
as well asP-(FKr) andEk(FKr) for krypton.

The polarization termsP+(FKr) andP-(FKr) were computed
within a statistical mechanical model that depends on the
positionri of each of theN perturbers relative to the dopant ion
(or the quasi-free electron, respectively) at the moment of
excitation. This model uses a potential of the form7,11

whereRP is the polarizability of the perturber,e is the electron
charge, andf((r) is a screening function that incorporates the
repulsive interactions between the induced dipoles in the
perturbing medium. The screening function chosen for the

Figure 1. Experimental krypton-induced shift of the ionization energy for (a) CH3I ∆MeI(FKr) and (b) C2H5I ∆EtI(FKr) plotted as a function of
krypton number densityFKr at (2, 1) various noncritical temperatures7 and (b, 9) for an isotherm (-63.3 °C) near the krypton critical isotherm.
The lines are provided as a visual aid.

I0(FP) ) IF(FP) + cD(xFL + xFH) (3)

w((r1, ..., rN) ) -
1

2
RPe

2 ∑
i

N

ri
-4f((ri) (4)
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perturber/ion polarization energyP+(FP) is7,11,13

while the screening function for the perturber/electron polariza-
tion energyP-(FP) is7,13

In eqs 5 and 6,gPP(r) andgPD(r) are the perturber/perturber and
perturber/dopant radial distribution functions (calculated from
the coupled Percus-Yevick integral equations14), respectively,
and

with the integration variabless andt representing the distance
between the atom of interest and all other perturber atoms. (For
the systems considered here, the excitations leading to an ion
and free electron are vertical excitations, and thereforegPD(r)
reflects the distribution of perturber atoms around the ground-
state dopant molecule.) Through the use of a canonical distribu-
tion, the probability of sampling a particular polarization energy
W, then, is given by7,11

whereâ ) (kBT)-1 and U(r1, ..., rN) is the multidimensional
potential energy of the system prior to ionization. Assuming
two-body spherically symmetric interactions,U(r1, ..., rN)
can be approximated by a sum of intermolecular pair potentials
whereUPD(r) andUPP(r) are, respectively, the perturber/dopant

and perturber/perturber intermolecular potentials. For the case
of the systems presented here, where the perturber is a rare gas
but the dopant is a polar molecule, a Lennard-Jones 6-12
intermolecular pair potential

was selected for the perturber/perturber interactions and

was chosen for the dopant/pertuber interactions. (In eq 11,µD

is the dipole moment of the dopant.) Equation 11 can be
rearranged into standard Lennard-Jones form, namely

where15

and where the collision parameterσ and the well depthε now
reflect the changes due to dipole/induced dipole interactions
between the dopant and the perturber. To obtainεPD andσPD,
we used the Sikora combining rules16 with εDD and σDD

determined from the critical point data17,18for the dopants. (The
parameters used for the krypton intermolecular potential (i.e.,
eq 10) wereσPP ) 3.591 Å andεPP/kB ) 172.7 K.7 The
parameters used for the dopant intermolecular potential (i.e.,
eq 12) wereσ ) 4.166 Å andε/kB ) 218.6 K for CH3I/Kr4 and
σ ) 4.487 Å andε/kB ) 191.8K for C2H5I/Kr.7)

A moment analysis of the Fourier transform of eq 8 yields a
first moment7,11,18,19 that represents the shift in the dopant
ionization energy resulting from the ensemble average polariza-
tion of the perturber by the ionic core (or by the quasi-free
electron) at the moment of excitation. Thus, the ensemble
average ion/perturber polarization energy is7,11

Similarly, the ensemble average electron/perturber polarization
energy is7

The average ion/perturber polarization energyP+(FKr) for both
CH3I/Kr and C2H5I/Kr calculated from eq 14 is plotted vs
krypton number densityFKr in Figure 2. Similarly, the average
electron/perturber polarization energyP-(FKr) calculated from
eq 15 is presented vs krypton number densityFKr in Figure 3.
Both polarization terms (i.e.,P+(FKr) and P-(FKr)) show an
increase in the krypton-induced shift near the critical point,
similar in behavior and magnitude to that observed for UV-
vis absorption bands.3

The zero point kinetic energy of the quasi-free electron
Ek(FKr), and thereforeV0(FKr), can be modeled within a recently
proposed, dopant-independent local Wigner-Seitz treatment.7

This model begins with the one-electron Schro¨dinger equation

wherep is the reduced Planck constant,m is the mass of the
electron,V(r) is the one-electron potential that describes the
interaction between the quasi-free electron and the neat fluid,
andE is the energy of the system. The model, like the earlier
Springett, Jortner, and Cohen (SJC) treatment,9 assumes that
V(r) is spherically symmetric about the perturber and that
(neglecting fluctuations)V(r) has an average translational
symmetry. However, the model does not assume that the average
distance between atoms in a dense fluid can be determined by

UPD(r) ) 4ε[(σr )12
- (σr )6] (12)

ε ≡ εPD[1 +
RPµD

2

4εPDσPD
6]2

σ ≡ σPD[1 +
RPµD

2

4εPDσPD
6]-1/6

(13)

P+(FP) ) -4πFP∫0

∞
gPD(r) w+(r) r2 dr (14)

P-(FP) ) -4πFP∫0

∞
gPP(r)w-(r)r2 dr (15)

[- p2

2m
∇2 + V(r) - E]ψ ) 0 (16)

f+(r) )

1 - RPπFP∫0

∞
s-2 gPP(s) ds∫|r-s|

r+s
t-2 f+(t)gPD(t)θ(r,s,t) dt

(5)

f-(r) ) 1 - RPπFP∫0

∞
s-2 gPP(s) ds∫|r-s|

r+s
t-2 f-(t)θ(r,s,t) dt

(6)

θ(r,s,t) ) 3

2s2
(s2 + t2 - r2)(s2 - t2 + r2) + (r2 + t2 - s2)

(7)

P(W) ) ∫‚‚‚∫ δ(W - w( (r1, ..., rN))e-âU(r1,...,rN) ∏
i

dri /

∫‚‚‚∫ e-âU(r1,...,rN) ∏
i

dri (8)

U(r1, ..., rN) ) ∑
i)1

N

UPD(ri) + ∑
i,j)1
i<j

N

UPP(|ri - rj|) (9)

UPP(r) ) 4εPP[(σPP

r )12

- (σPP

r )6] (10)

UPD(r) ) 4εPD[(σPD

r )12

- (σPD

r )6] - 1

r6
RPµD

2 (11)
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dividing the volume into spheres defined by the Wigner-Seitz
radiusrs

7,8 obtained from the bulk number density [i.e.,rs )
(3/4πFP)1/3]. In dense fluids, one does not have a uniform
distribution of perturbers because of perturber/perturber interac-
tions, and the translational symmetry boundary condition must
reflect this nonuniformity. One way to meet this requirement
is to replace the bulk number densityFP with the local number
densityFP(r) obtained fromgPP(r) via22,23

Since the maximum ofFP(r) gives the local density of the first
solvent shell, this maximum more closely reflects the actual
number density in the neighborhood of any given perturber. In
this case, then, the translational symmetry is defined by a local
Wigner-Seitz radius7

wheregmax is the maximum of the radial distribution function.
The local Wigner-Seitz radius, therefore, represents one-half
the average spacing between rare gas atoms in the first solvent
shell. Moreover, the local Wigner-Seitz radius inherits an
implicit temperature dependence lacking in the original SJC
model,8 sincegPP(r) varies with the temperature of the system.3

Similar to the SJC model,8 the local Wigner-Seitz model
assumes thatV(r) is divided into two parts: an attractive
electron/perturber polarization energyP-(FP) (i.e., eq 15) and

a repulsive atomic pseudopotentialVa(r). Since P-(FP) is a
constant for a fixed perturber number density, the one-electron
potential isV(r) ) Va(r) + P-(FP). The local Wigner-Seitz
model treatsVa(r) as a hard core potential (i.e.,Va(r) ) 0 for r
> rh andVa(r) ) ∞ for r < rh, whererh is the hard core radius),
as in the original SJC model;8 however, unlike the original SJC
model,8 the hard core radiusrh is set equal to the absolute value
of the scattering lengthA of the perturber. Finally, a dopant-
independent phase shift is introduced to reflect the fact that
outside the first solvent shell the quasi-free electron wave
function can also scatter off of the solvent shell. Fors-wave
scattering, and in the limit of smallk0, this phase shift is given
by ηπ, whereη is the phase shift amplitude.7,23 Incorporating
this phase shift into the solution to eq 16 under the boundary
conditions

yields the wavevector equation for the quasi-free electron7

In this model, η is a perturber-dependent (but dopant-
independent) parameter that is evaluated from the field ionization
data forV0(FP) from the noncritical isotherm measurements.7

The zero point kinetic energy of the quasi-free electron is,
therefore

wherek0 is evaluated from eq 20 and the total minimum energy
for the one-electron system of eq 16 isV0(FP), after inclusion
of the thermal energy of the quasi-free electron. It is important
to note thatEk(FP) reflects the temperature dependence of the
local Wigner-Seitz radius.

Figure 4a presents the zero point kinetic energyEk(FKr)
calculated from eq 21 withη ) 0.48 andA ) -1.60 Å,12 plotted
as a function of krypton number density along the critical
isotherm. Similarly, the total minimum energy of the quasi-
free electronV0(FP) determined from eq 2 is given as a function
of krypton number density in Figure 4b. Clearly,V0(FP) shows
a decrease in the density-dependent shift along the critical
isotherm near the critical density of krypton. SinceEk(FKr)
increases by 0.16 eV along the critical isotherm near the critical
point whileP-(FKr) decreases by-0.02 eV in this same region,

Figure 2. Average ion/perturber polarization energyP+(FKr) calculated from eq 14 for (a) CH3I and (b) C2H5I plotted as a function of krypton
number densityFKr at (s) various noncritical temperatures7 and (- -) for an isotherm (-63.3 °C) near the krypton critical isotherm.

Figure 3. Average ion/perturber polarization energyP-(FKr), calculated
from eq 15, plotted as a function of krypton number densityFKr at (s)
various noncritical temperatures7 and (- -) for an isotherm (-63.3
°C) near the krypton critical isotherm.

FP(r) ) gPP(r)FP (17)

r l ) x3
3

4πgmaxFP
(18)

ψ0(|A|) ) 0

(∂ψ0

∂r )|
r)r l

) 0 (19)

tan[k0(r l - |A|) + ηπ] ) k0r l (20)

Ek(FP) )
(pk0)

2

2m
(21)
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it is clear that the increase inEk(FKr) is the determining factor
for the decrease in the shift ofV0(FP) near the critical point of
krypton. This increase inEk(FKr) near the critical density on
the critical isotherm is directly related to the critical point
fluctuations that are reflected in an increase of the radial
distribution function for the first solvent shell, which thereby
leads to a decrease in the local Wigner-Seitz radius: In other
words, as the boundary condition for the quasi-free electron
wave function decreases, the kinetic energy of the electron must
increase. Furthermore, the number densities that delimit the
deviations ofEk(FKr) from the noncritical isotherm coincide with
the turning points that bound the saddle point along the critical
isotherm in the krypton phase diagram. This behavior is similar
to that recently observed for CH3I/Ar1 and C2H5I/Ar2, although
in the case of argon the increase inEk(FAr) near the critical
density on the critical isotherm is nearly a factor of 2 less than
that observed for krypton, which results from the greater
polarizability of krypton in comparison to argon.

Finally, usingP+(FKr) from Figure 2 andV0(FKr) from Figure
4b, the calculated shifts∆D(FKr) are shown in Figure 5 (open
markers) for CH3I/Kr and C2H5I/Kr in comparison to the
experimental data (solid markers). (A nonlinear least-squares
fit to the noncritical isotherm data (solid line) is provided in
Figure 5 as an aid to the eye.) Clearly, the calculated∆D(FKr)
closely matches experiment with a scatter that falls within the
experimental error of(0.02-0.03 eV. It is important to note
that there are no adjustable parameters in this model for the
critical isotherm, since theη value used to determineEk(FKr)
was obtained from the noncritical isotherm data.7 More-
over, sinceV0(FKr) increases by approximately 0.14 eV while
P+(FKr) decreases by-0.03 eV, the increase in the minimum

of the conduction band energyV0(FKr) is the dominant factor
in the overall increase in∆D(FKr) near the critical point along
the critical isotherm.

4. Conclusion

We have presented∆D(FKr) obtained from field ionization
of dopant CH3I and C2H5I high-n Rydberg states in dense
krypton along the critical isotherm. These data were modeled
using a recently developed theory1,2,7 that permits us to account
for the polarization of krypton by the dopant ion, the polarization
of krypton by the quasi-free electron arising from field ionization
of the dopant, and the zero point kinetic energy of the free
electron in krypton. We showed that this theory accurately
predicts ∆D(FKr) for both CH3I/Kr and C2H5I/Kr along the
critical isotherm near the critical point of krypton to within
(0.2% of experiment with no adjustable parameters. We also
determined that, similar to the recent measurements of CH3I/
Ar1 and C2H5I/Ar2, Ek(FKr) is the dominant factor in the overall
decrease in the shift of∆D(FKr) near the critical point of krypton.
Future work will focus on a systematic assessment of the
perturber dependence of the phase shift parameterη in order to
better understand the relationship between this parameter and
the nature of the perturber solvent shell. Additional studies will
also include the extension of the local Wigner-Seitz model to
molecular perturbers.
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minimum energy of the quasi-free electronV0(FKr), determined from eq 2, plotted as a function of krypton number densityFKr at (s) various
noncritical temperatures7 and (- -) for an isotherm (-63.3 °C) near the krypton critical isotherm.

Figure 5. Comparison of experiment (b, 9) and theory (O, 0) for the krypton-induced shift of ionization energy for (a) CH3I ∆MeI(FKr) and (b)
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